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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1910 Weyl [9] inaugurated the modern theory of singular self-adjoint 
differential operators, considering, in particular, second-order differential 
operators with real coefficients. Since then, his results have been generalized 
by various authors to the case of arbitrary even order self-adjoint differential 
equations with real coefficients. Also, in 1954 Coddington [2] treated the 
case of an arbitrary n-th order self-adjoint differential equation with complex 
coefficients, He obtained the Parseval equality and spectral expansion 
associated with the singular case directly, through the consideration of 
such a problem as a limiting case of corresponding self-adjoint two-point 
boundary-value problems on compact subintervals of the reals. Using the 
same general concept, Coddington and Levinson [3] derived a Green’s 
function, which in turn enabled them to obtain the spectral matrix for a 
singular problem involving a linear homogeneous n-th order differential 
operator, and then proceeded to derive the Parseval equality and spectral 
expansions. 
Recently Brauer [I] treated similar problems which involve a definitely 
self-adjoint vector differential operator, of the sort that has been treated 
by Reid [6] and others. He obtained the Green’s matrix and spectral matrix 
through the use of the spectral theorem and the theory of direct integrals. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to employ the general method 
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of Coddington and Levinson [3, Chap. 10, Sections 4, 51 to derive the 
Green’s matrix, spectral matrix, the Parseval equality, and spectral expansion 
for a singular linear Hamiltonian vector differential system which includes 
as special instances the Euler vector differential equation and a system that is 
equivalent to a self-adjoint 2n-th order scalar differential equation. 
In Section 4 the existence and the properties of a Green’s matrix are 
treated. In Section 5 there is obtained the spectral matrix, and finally, the 
Parscval equality and the expansion theorems are derived in Section 6. 
AIatrix notation is used throughout; in particular, matrices of one column 
are called vectors, and for a vector y = (yi), i == I,..., n, the norm ) y i is 
given by (Cy=, ( yi 1p)1,‘2. JVe denote by E, and 0, the 71 x n identity and 
zero matrices, respectively, and, when there is no ambiguity as to dimensions, 
we use merely the symbols E and 0. The conjugate transpose of a matrix M 
is designated by M*. If A is an Hermitian matrix, then the symbol Ag > 0 
(A 2 0) signifies that A is positive (nonnegative) definite; in general, A > B 
(A > B) signifies that A and B are Hermitian matrices of the same dimension 
and such that A - B is positive (nonnegative) definite. 
R vector function is called locally absolutely continuous on an open 
interval I of the reals w-hen it is absolutely continuous on each compact 
subinterval of 1, and a matrix function is called continuous, differentiable, 
integrable, of bounded variation, locally absolutely continuous, etc., when 
each element of the matrix possesses the specified property. Par a given 
interval J of the real line, the symbols C,“‘, Z,[ and Znl’ are used to denote 
the class of n-dimensional vector functions y(t) on J which are respectively 
m times continuously differentiable, (Lebesgue) integrable, and (Lebesgue) 
measurable u-ith / y(t)i” integrable on J. If M(t, s) is a matrix function of 
two variables t and s, then, for brevity, we use the symbols MliJ’l(t, s) and 
JZl”,ll(t, s) to designate the partial derivative of Al with respect to t and s, 
respectively. If M = [AT,,], ll; = [lYJ,J, j = I,..., n; k -= I,..., ry1, are n x 112 
matrices, for typographical simplicity the symbol (M; N) will denote the 
2n x m matrix [S,J with Si, = Mi, , SnAl,,; = Xi, , i =-- l,..., n, h = l,..., m. 
In particular, if u = (ui) and a = (~1~) are n-dimensional vectors, then 
(u; U) denotes the 2n-dimensional vector y = (~0 such that yi = ui and 
Y ?L+i = 7:i , (i = l)..., 72.). 
2. HAMILTONIAN VECTOR DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM 
We are concerned with a Hamiltonian vector differential system of the type 
L&L, u](t) = -n’(t) + C(t)u(t) - A*(t),(t) = 0, 
I&, v](t) = u’(t) - A(t)u(t) - B(t)v(t) = 0, 
t EI, (2.1) 
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where I = (c, d) is a given open interval of reals such that (2. I) is singular 
both at c and d, while u(t) and v(t) are n-dimensional complex-valued vector 
functions, and the coefficients z4(t), B(t), and C(t) are given n x w comples- 
valued matrix functions. 
By definition a solution of (2.1) is a pair of n-dimensional vector functions 
u(t) and ~(1) belonging to C:(I), and satisfying (2.1) for t ~1. Throughout 
this paper we assume the following hypothesis. 
(H,) On I the matrix functions A(t), B(t), and C(t) aye continuous, --l(t) 
and B(t) are continuously dl#eerentiable, and B(t), C(t) are Hermitian. Moreover, 
the system (2.1) is identically normal in the sense that if (u(t); w(t)) =: (0, z(t)) 
is a solution of (2.1) on any nondegenerate subinterval of I, then v(t) L 0 on 
that interval. 
The system (2.1) may be expressed as a single 2n-dimensional vector 
differential equation 
=qyl(t) =: fy’(t) + JQ) y(t) = 0, t El, (2.2) 
where 
r(t) = (u(t); 4th 
C(t) --A*(t) 
‘d(t) == [-A(t) -B(t) 1, 
As / = -/* and d(t) = d*(t), the differential operator 9 is identical 
with its formal Lagrange adjoint 
.LP[y](t) = --,y’*y’(t) -- d*(t)y(t) = 0, t E I. 
Following Reid [7, 81, if I 1: (c, d) IS a given open interval, then we 
denote by 9[1] the set of n-dimensional vector functions u(t) which are 
locally absolutely continuous on I and such that L,[u, v](t) = 0 on I for 
some v(t) E 6p,“(I). 
A 2n >; 2n matrix function Y(t) is called a fundamental matrix for (2.2) 
if the 2n column vector functions of Y(t) are linearly independent solutions 
of (2.2) on I. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let S = [a, b] be an arbitrary, but fixed, compact subinterval of I = (c, d), 
and let K(t) be a nonidentically vanishing n x n matrix function defined 
on I which is continuous and Hermitian. 
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We now consider the two-point self-adjoint boundary value problem 
(a) L,[U, Z, i h](t) = L,[U, v](t) - M(t)U(t) = 0, 
L,[u, 4(t) = 0, t E 8, (aa) 
(b) ~&@, V] G M&z) + M&z) f Mau(b) + M&) = 0, 
involving the characteristic parameter A, where each coefficient matrix AZ, , 
(i = 1, 2, 3,4), is of dimension 2n x n, and the 2n x 472 matrix Ma = 
[fi!f,M,MaMJ has rank 2n. Corresponding to (2.2), system (g6) may be 
expressed in terms of the Zn-dimensional vector functiony(l) = (u(t); v(t)) as 
(a) ,Z[y ) h](t) = Y[Y](t) - hX(tjy(t) = 0, t E 6, 
(b) &[yl = &[u, ~1 = 0, 
(3.1)* 
where X(t) is the 2n x 2n matrix function defined by X(t) = diag{K(t), 0). 
Since we are dealing with self-adjoint boundary problems, the boundary 
condition A&[Y] = 0 must satisfy the self-adjointness condition; that is, 
if y and z belong to C:,(6) then 
j-, (8Yl9 a9 dt = !” (Y7 SIzl) dt 
6 
whenever &&[y] = 0 and .A’B[z] = 0. 
Throughout our discussion in this paper we assume also the following 
hypothesis. 
(Ha) The 12 x n Hermitian matrix function K(t) is nonnegative dejkite 
on I, and not all h are proper values for (916). 
Following Reid [8, Section VII.lO], for z+(t) E LZn2(J), (i = 1, 2), where 
J is a compact subinterval of I, we define an Hermitian functional KJ on 
-%z”(l) >: %2(l) by 
In view of hypothesis (H,) we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I J&b, > r+X < K&J W~21. Th e nonnegative square root of K,[u] is 
called the K-norm of u(t) over J, and, for brevity, is denoted by ji u /lJ, 
or merely by 11 u (1 when there is no ambiguity. 
For later reference we make the following observations as to (~9~ - a): 
(i) if the matrix function B(t) is nonsingular on 6, then the system 
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(ti6 - u) is a canonical representation of the n-dimensional Euler VCV.XOI 
differential equation 
(R(t) u’(t) -+-Q(t) u(f))’ ~~ (Q*(t) u’(t) -i- r>(t) u(t)) = AS(t) u(t), i (: s, (3. I ‘) 
in terms of the canonical variables u(t) and a(t) =: R(t) u’(t) ~’ Q(t) IL(~), 
where K = B-l, ,O m-~ PmB-lzA, P =: C + A’H-l-3, and K is nonsingular; 
(ii) the system (g8 - u) also contains as a special instance a system 
which is equivalent to a self-adjoint 2n-th order scalar differential equation 
(--I)“[Y,,(t) d”](t)]‘“] j- (- I)‘( ‘[Vr,+‘(t) zA”-‘yr)]‘” ‘I “. .’ F,)(l) u(t) 
-= XJc(t) u(t), t t 6, (3.1”) 
with real coefficients, r,,,(l) ;’ 0 and k(l) + 0 for t E S. In this cast 
the corresponding n \i n matrix functions A(t), B(t), C’(t), and K(t) are 
given by -d,,,+,(t) G 1, i := I,..., n - 1, Ai, 0 otherwise; H(t) m= 
diag{O,_,, [rJt)]-l}; C(l) = diagjv,(t), rl(t) ,..., ~,-~(t)i; K(t) :- diag{k(t), 0, -Ij. 
Thus, the self-adjoint system (P9J includes as special instances the corrc- 
sponding two-point self-adjoint boundary problems of these two important 
cases. 
Concerning the basic properties of the proper values, proper kcector 
functions, and the Green’s matrix associated with the self-adjoint boundar) 
value problem (g& we state two theorems, whose proofs may be found 
in Reid [8, Theorems IY.5.1, \‘II.lO.l]. 
THEOREM 3. I. FOY a self-adjoint system (%',J satisjjing Jzypotheses (H,) 
and (Hz) all proper values aye yeal, and the set of the prope,er values is at most 
denumerably injinite with no finite limit point. jf (ui(t); v,(t)), i =: I, 2, are 
two proper vector functions of (af,) corresponding to distinct proper values A, , 
i = I, 2, then they are KG-orthogonal in the sense that K,[u, , ue] 0. 
Moreover-, if X is a proper value of index m(h), then the linear vector space of 
solutions of (9’s)Joy this value X has a basis (u,(t); v,(t)) which is K,-orthonormal 
in the sense that KB[uj , u,] :: 6!, , i,j =- l,..., m(X). 
It is to be noted that the last conclusion of the above theorem is implied 
by hypothesis (I-I,), since if y(t) = (u(t); v(t)) is a proper solution of (Z?J 
for a proper value h we have 0 < KJu], and the equality sign would hold 
if and only if K(t) u(t) = 0 for t a.e. on 6, in which case all values of X would 
be proper value of (9?*). In particular, ify(t) = (u(t); v(t)) is a proper solution 
of (99J for a proper value X then u(t) + 0 on S = [a, b], so that the boundary 
value problem (.g8) is normal. 
THEOREM 3.2. If (97,) satisfies hypotheses (H,) and (H,), S = [a, b], and 
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h is not a proper value of (LA?& then there exists a unique 2n x 2n matrix function 
Y(t, s, A), called the Green’s matrix, such that for arbitrary fo(t) E YE,(S) 
the 2n-dimensional vector function y(t) defined by 
Y(t) = j, !!?(t, s, X)f,(s) ds 
is the unique solution of the boundary problem 
Z[Y I 4(t) = f&t), Jkqy] = 0. 
iMoreover, the Green’s matrix %‘(t, s, A) possesses the following properties. 
(i) On each of the triangular regions: 
d,=((t,s)~6xS~a<s<t<bb)andd,={(t,s)~SxS/a<t<s<b}, 
(3.2) 
(a) the matrix Y(t, s, A) is continuous in (t, s); 
(b) the partial derivative LWOl(t, s, A) exists, and is continuous in (t, s); 
moreover, Y(t, s, A) satisfies the diSferentia1 equation L?p(., s, A) / A](t) = 0; 
(cl as a function of the complex number h the matrix 9(t, s, A) is regular 
at each point which is not a proper value; in particular, s(t, s, A) is holomorphic 
in the half-planes Im h > 0 and Im h < 0; 
(d) if X is not a proper value, then 
qt, s, A) = [sqs, t, A)]“; (3.3) 
(4 if (s o , so) E 8 x 6, then 9(t, s, A) has the finite limits 
~A”0 7 so ? A> = lim g(t, s, A), as (4 s) - (so, so), (t, S) E dj , j -= 1, 2; (3.4) 
moreover, these two limits satisfy the relation 
3&o > so , q - g&J ) so , A) = y *. (3.5) 
(ii) On each of the triangular regions {(t, s) E 6 x 6 1 a < s < t < b} and 
{(t, s) E 6 x 6 j a < t < s < b}, as a function of t, the matrix S’(t, s, A) 
satisfies the boundary condition; that is, A&“[??(., s, A)] = 0. 
It is to be noted that relations (i-b) and (i-d) imply that the matrix 
WJl(t, s, A) exists, and is continuous in (t, s) on each of the triangular 
regions A, and A, . 
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In the sequel a partitioned matrix form of Y(t, s, A) will be used frequently, 
and to this end we set 
where each Gij is an n x n matrix function. 
IffJt) in Theorem 3.2 is a particular vector function of the formjo : 
(f(t); 0), where .f(t) E Znz(S), then th e 0 f 11 owing results are immediate. 
COROLLARY. If Im X #= 0, then for an arbitrary f(t) E Pn2(S) the 2n- 
dimensiona vector function (u(t); a(t)) = (u(l)(t); uc21(t)) defined by 
&‘(t) = [ G,&, s, h)f(s) ds, i- 1,2, 
‘8 
is the solution of the dif/‘erential system 
(a) L,[u, z, 1 A](t) = f(t), L,[u, v](t) = 0, t E 6, 
(b) A+‘J-u, V] = 0. 
In connection with Theorem 3.2 the reader is referred to Reid [8, Theorem 
VII.8.21 for additional properties of the matrix functions Gil(t, s, A), i = I, 2. 
In the following, whenever it is desired to emphasize the dependence on 6 of 
F(t, s, A), we write 9(t, s, A; S). 
We now state the following lemma which is basic to our discussion in 
this section. An argument similar to that of [3, p. 2741 may be used to 
establish this result. 
LEMMA 3.3. If g(t) E Sn2(8), then for Im h & 0 the solution (u(t); v(t)) 
of the differential system 
(4 UIu, v I W = WQdt), 
(b) A@$, V] = 0, 
L,[u, v](t) = 0, t E s, 
(3.7) 
satisfies the inequality 
Ii 24 IIs < I Im A 1-l II g II8 (3.8) 
If Y(t) is a 2n x 2n fundamental matrix for (2.2), then forf,(t) = (f(t); 0) 
with f(t) E _Epn2(1) a solution of P[y](t) = f”(t), t ~1, can be obtained by 
the method of variation of parameters. That is, there exists a 2n x 2n 
matrix function Tiu(t, s) such that the 2n-dimensional vector function y(t) 
defined by y(t) = j-8 Z(t, s)f&s) d s is a solution of S?[y](t) =f,(t) on each 
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compact subinterval S of I; in fact, this result holds for X(t) s) defined as 
P(t, s) = jY(t) Y-l(s) f* sgn(t - s). (3.9) 
We observe that this matrix X(t, s) possesses the following properties. 
(i) On each of the triangular regions A, = ((t, s) f I X I 1 s < t} and 
A, = {(t, s) EI x I / t < s} we have that: 
(a) the matrix function rio(t, s) is continuous in (t, s); moreover, 
8[1~01(t, s) and ~[OJl(t, s) exist, and are continuous in (f, s); 
(b) us a function of t the matrix function %?(t, s) = [Hij(t, s)], 
i, j = 1, 2, satisfies the diflerential equation Y[A“( ., s)](t) = 0; that is, 
Li[Hlj(', s)v lf2j(', s)](t) = 0, i,j-= 1,2; (3.10) 
(c) if (so, so) EZ x I, then the limits q(so , so), j = 1, 2, in the 
sense of (3.4), have finite values, and they satisfy the relation 
Ja-0 3 so) - q(su , so) = B *. (3.11) 
(ii) If 6 = [a, b] C I and (so, s,,) E 6 x 6, then the matrix function 
F(t, s, A) = 9(t, s, A) - &‘(t, s) hus$nite limit a&es %.c;:(q, , s,, , A), j = 1, 2, 
in the sense of (3.4), and they satisfy the relation 
(iii) The partial derivative 2 [ ,-- ‘sOJ(t, s, A) exists and is continuous on 
{(t, s) E 6 x 6 1 t # s} x A, where A is a subset of the complex plane which 
does not intersect the real axis. 
In view of (ii), if F(s,, , so, A) is defined to be equal to @<(so , so, A) then 
F(t, s, A) is defined and continuous on 6 x 6 x A. 
4. GREEN’S MATRIX 
We shall introduce an additional hypothesis which will be assumed in 
this section and hereafter. 
(Ha’) If X denotes the set of real-valued scalar functions p(t) of class C2n(I), 
then there exists a linear homogeneous operator A+] on X into the class of 
n x n matrix functions on I such that if u(t), v(t) are n-dimensional vector 
functions of cbzss C,l(I,) on a subinterval IO of I which satisfy L,[u, v](t) = 0 
on I, then: 
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(i) there exist n-dimensional vectorfunctions q(t) =- q(t ) 21, a; p) Iz (‘,,(I,,), 
z(t) == z(t ; u, v; p) E C,l(I,,) such that y(t) -= A+](t) u(t), z(f) are .solutions 
of the d#erential equations 
WY, 4(t) = k’(t) 4(t), L![Y, Z](f) 1 0, tt[,,; 
(ii) IW(t)[u(t) - r(t)l, u(t) -- ~(9 < ! 1 - PL(W ‘W(f) 4% u(~))l, 
t E I,, ; 
(iii) if I1 is a nondegenerate subinterval of I such that p(t) I on J, 
then M[~](t) rz E, and z(t ! u, v; p) -7 v(t) on J1 ; if J2 is a nondegenerate 
subiTzterva1 ofIsuch that p(t) T 0 on J2, then M[p](t) G 0, z(t 1 u, v; EC) - 0 
and q(t 1 u, a; p) = 0 on J2. 
The above hypothesis looks unduly restrictive, but it will be demonstrated 
that the two important instances of (5?J given in Section 3 do indeed satisfy 
the above hypothesis. First we state the following result which follows 
readily from hypotheses (Ha’-i-ii-iii). 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that [a, b] is a compact subinterval of I, and S is 
a set of k points of [a, b]. If on [a, b] - 5’ th e n-dimensional vector functions 
u(t), v(t) are bounded, of class CIL1, and satisfy L,[u, v](t) = 0, then there 
exist sequences of functions y,(t), z,,,(t) belonging to C,:[a, b] such that 
-%[Y, , GJ(~) -= 0, t E [a, bl; ym(t) = 0 for t E S, = S u {a} u {b); 
I ‘h W(t)LMt) - 441, rdt) - u(t)> dt - 0 as m+ co. * ” 
We shall now demonstrate that the two important cases stated in Section 3 
satisfy the above hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that the matrix functions B(t) and K(t) are non- 
singular on I; that is, (a8 -- a) represents (3.1’). For u(t), v(t) n-dimensional 
vector functions of class C,l(S) such that L,[u, v](t) = 0 on 6, let p(t) be a 
scalar function of A’ which is of class Can(I) and such that 0 ,( p(t) < I 
on I. Define an operator M on p to be M(t) = ilf[p](t) = p(t)& . Then 
(Mu)’ - d(,Wu) = B(B-lM’u f Mv), which is equivalent toL,[y, z](t) = 0, 
where y(t) = M(t) u(t) and z(t) = B-l(t) M’(t) u(t) + M(t) v(t) E C,l(S). 
Since K(t) is nonsingular, (Ha/-i) holds for these vector functions y(t), x(t), 
and y(t) = K(t)-lL,[y, z](t). Conclusion (Ha/-iii) is quite obvious. Employing 
the relations M(t) u(t) = p(t) u(t) and 0 < p(t) :< 1, property (Hz’-ii) 
follows readily. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose (9~9~ - a) is equivalent to the 2n-th order dif- 
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ferential equation (3. I “), with the corresponding coefficient matrix functions 
A(t), B(t), C(t), and K(t) given in the statement following relation (3.1”). 
Let u(t) = (u<(t)), o(t) =: (vi(t)), i = I, 2,..., n, be as in (Hz’), and p(t) be 
as in Example 1. Now we define the operator JI to be the n x n matrix 
function M[p](t) whose i-th row is given b! 
/J--11 i&y~~l ... p 0 .., 0, i = I , 2,. ..) n, 
where $, is the binomial coefficient v!:‘[s!(v - s)!]. 
With y(t) = M(t) u(t), the first ~2 - I components of y’(t) - A(t) y(t) are 
all zero, and for arbitrary vector function z(t) := (zi(t)) the first n ~. 1 
components of B(t) z(t) are all zero, so that the condition y’(l) -- A(t) y(t) L= 
B(t) z(t) determines .zJt) uniquely as [rn(t)]-ljn(t), where y?!(t) is the n-th 
component of y’(t) - A(t) y(t). Al so in terms of the components the vector 
equationL,[y, z](t) = K(t) c;(t) reduces to 
-21’ + ‘03’1 y qt)q,(t), 
-z2’ - x1 -I- YIY, = 0, 
(4.1) 
and it follows that the last n - 1 of these equations determine z,-r(t), 
Jdt),..., xl(t) uniquely. Finally, since /z(t) # 0 for t rl, the first equation 
of (4.1) specifies qr(t) uniquely. Condition (II,‘-ii) follows readily from the 
relations (y - u)* K(t)(y - U) = (CL - 1)2 ark(t) ur = (p - 1)s u*Ku, and 
conclusion (Hz’-iii) is obvious from the definition of p(t). 
Let Y(t) = (U(t); V(t)) be a fundamental matrix for y[y](t) = 0 on I, 
where U and V are n x 2n matrix functions. Then from relation (3.9) we 
have that 
%.Qf?(., s)](t) = Z[Y](t) qt, s) = 0, t f s, 
where @(t, S) is the 2n x 2n matrix function given by 
@(t, s) = $Y-l(s) $* sgn(t - s). 
Equivalently, we may write 
-h[U, qqq4 s) = 0, 
t EI. 
-w-L qtpy4 s) = 0, 
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If p(t) E X, then hypothesis (Hz’) implies that there exists an n ,*’ n matrix 
function M(t) z M[p](t), and 72 x 272 matrix functions Vo(t) E C’, Q(r) r C 
on I which satisfy the system of n x 2n matrix differential equations 
Ll[JzU, V”](i) = K(t)Q(t), Z,,?[dlI’, V,](t) = 0 on 1. (4.2) 
Moreover, in view of (Ha’-iii) we have that if p(t) 1 on a nondegenerate 
subinterval Jr of I, then K(t)Q(t) z=: 0 on Jr , and if p(t) z_ 0 on a non- 
degenerate subinterval J2 of I, then K(t) Q(t) :: 0 on Jz . From (4.2) we also 
obtain the relations 
h[MU I/01(t) @(4 4 = K(f) Q(t) @P, 4 
L,[MU, Vu](t) qt, s) = 0, t f s. 
If we set @(t, s) == [$(t, S) az(t, s)], where each @?(t, s), j = 1, 2, is 
a 2n x n matrix function, then the above system is equivalent to the system 
of n x n matrix differential equations 
(a) &[Ai,j(+, s), iv&., s)](t) := K(t)Qj(t, s), 
(b) L,[N,,(*, 4, Nzj(., 41(t) = 0, i r= 1, 2, 
(4.3) 
where NLj and Qj are n x n matrix functions defined by 
IvIj(t, s) = M(t) U(t) di,(t, s), 
iV2j(t, s, = v(l(t) @I(~, s)7 (4.4) 
Qj(4 s) = Q(t) @j(C 4, j- 1,2. 
It is to be remarked that if p(t) - 1 on an open interval Jo of I then the 
n x n matrix functions nilj are such that 
Nfj(t, s) --- Hfj(t, s) for (t, S) E Jo x I, t # s, 
where &(t, s), i, j = 1, 2, are the n x n partition matrix functions of 
T&(t, s) in (3.9). Moreover, if so E Jo, then in view of the limit relations (3.9) 
satisfied by Z(f, S) we have that the functions 1L’,,(t, S) have limits Nij;,(s, , s,,) 
and N,,,,(s, , SJ in the sense of (3.4), and 
In particular, Nii;,(s,, , s,,) = Nii;J~,, , so), i = 1, 2, and if LV,~(S, s) is defined 
as equal to ATzi;r(s, s), then Nii(t, s) is continuous in (t, S) on J,, x J, . Also, 
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if p(t) ES 0 on a nondegenerate subinterval Jz of I then NJt, S) zz 0 for 
tEJz, i,j = 1,2. 
As to the differentiability properties, it is now clear from the expression of 
@(t, S) and hypothesis (H,‘) that each Njj(t, s), i,j = 1, 2, has continuous 
partial derivatives with respect to t and s on the region 
D(I) = {(t, s) El x I ) t # s), 
while each &(t, s), j = 1, 2, has a continuous partial derivative with respect 
to s on D(1). 
\Ve are ready to prove now a result that is basic for our consideration. 
First, we introduce some notations. Let /l be a set which possesses the follow- 
ing property. 
A is a nonempty compact set in the comp1e.x 
X-plane which is symmetric with respect to the 
real-axis, and does not intersect the real axis. 
(4.5) 
If d is an arbitrary subinterval of I, then we define D((i) and Q by 
(a) D(d) = ((t, s) Ed x d j t f s), 
(b) 52 = D(d) x A. 
(4.6) 
It is to be remarked that Q is symmetric in the sense that if (t, S, X) E Q, then 
(s, t, 1) E 9. When the dependence of Q on d and fl is desired, we write 
J-44 4. 
It is emphasized here that the notations A, D(d), and Q(d, A) described above 
will be used subsequently in our discussion in the remaining of this section as well 
as in the next section. In particular, the symbol A is reserved for an arbitrary set 
with theproperty listed in (4.5). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (B8) satisfies hypotheses (Hi), (Ha), (Ha’), 
and let d, = [a, , b,] be an arbitrary given nondegenerate compact subinterval of I 
and E = E(dl) > 0 a value such that the closed interva2 d2 = [a, - E, b, + l ] is 
contained in I. Let 6 be an arbitrary compact subinterval of I such that d, C 6, and 
for a given nonreal complex number X denote by Y(t, s, A; 6) = [Yo7(t, s, A; S)], 
(T,7= I ,..., 2n, the Green’s matrix for the self-adjoint problem (gJ. Moreover, 
let A be a compact subset of the complex plane possessing the property (4.4). Then 
there exists a bound K = rc(dl , A) > 0 such that for all (t, s, A) E Q(d, , A) we 
have 1 gc7(t, s, A; S)l < K, o, 7 = l,..., 2n, independent of 6. 
Choose an open interval do such that d1 C $ C d, C 6, and the closure of do 
is properly contained in the interior of d, . Let p(t) be a real-valued function 
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of class C2%(l) such that p(t) :X 1 for t E d,, , ,u(t) _ 0 for t outside <I, . Since 
the matrix function Z(t, s) .z [Hij(t)], i,j _ 1, 2, defined in (3.9) satisfies 
the equation Y[X(., s)](t) = 0 on D(I), there exist n x ~1 matrix functions 
itf[p](t), Ar2j(t, s), and Q,(t, s), j = I, 2, which satisfy on f)(l) the system of 
n X n matrix differential equations 
(a) L2[Nlj(‘, s)t jv2j(., S)](f) = 0, 
(b) &[Nl,(., s), Lvzj(., s)](t) = K(t)Qi(t, s), j = 1, 2, 
(4.7) 
where Nfj and Q,j are given in (4.4). In particular, it is to be noted that 
K(t) Qj(t, s) &I 0 for t E d, . 
Define the 2n x 2n matrix function '%(t, s) as 
rn(t, s) = [N;,(r, s)], i,j = 1,2. (4.8) 
From the definition of p(t) and condition (Ha’-iii) the matrix functions 
iVij(t, s) and Qj(t, s), j = 1, 2, vanish for t outside d2 . Also, we observe that 
the matrix function !II(t, s) possesses the following properties: 
(i) %(t, s) is defined and continuous in (t, s) on 
D(1) = {(t, s) EI x I j t =+ s); 
(ii) ‘%(t, s) =. Z(t, s) fey (t, s) Ed,, x I, t + s; 
%(t, s) := 0 for (t, s) E (I - d2) x I; (4.9) 
(iii) %(t, s) has continuous partial derivatives with respect to 
t and s on D(i). 
Let W(t, s, /\; S) be the 2n x 2n matrix function defined by 
Yqt, s, A; 6) ::~ qt, s, A; S) -~ yqt, s) for (t, s, h) E S x dl x A. (4.10) 
It is to be emphasized that in the consideration of the matrix function 
W(t, s, h; 6) defined by (4.10) the interval 6 is always required to satisfy the 
condition specified in the statement of Theorem 4.1. In particular, the matrix 
function %(t, s) is defined by X(t, s) of (3.9) and the transformation matrix 
M[p] which is identically zero on I -- dz , so that %(t, s) =: 0 for t t I de , 
and is independent of the compact interval 6 which contains d2. Also, in 
view of (3.5) and (3.11) the matrix function W has limits $Yr and Wz in the 
sense of (3.4) and ?Pi(s, s, h; 6) = W( a s, s, X; 6). Consequently, if WC define 
W(s, s, h; 6) to be equal to Yfi(s, s, h; 6) then $f(t, s, h; 6) is a continuous 
function of (t, s, A) on 6 x dl x A. Throughout the following discussion it will 
be understood that %‘“(t, s, A; S) has been so defined. 
For each s E dl the matrix W(t, .s, h; 6) has a continuous partial derivative 
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relative to t on S if t f s; furthermore, it satisfies the boundary condition 
J&[W(., s, A; S)] = 0 and the matrix differential equation 
Y[Yf(., s, A; 6) j A](t) = -Z[%(., s) j h](t) if tfs, (4.11) 
and hence from Theorem 3.2 we have the relation 
W(t, s, A; 6) = - qt, Y, A; S)qJl(-, s) 1 X](r) dr. (4.12) 
It is to be remarked that the integral in (4.12) remains unchanged when S 
is replaced by d2 , since the matrix functions Nij(t, s) vanish for t outside 
d,CS. 
Upon setting W(t, s, A; 6) = [Wij(t, s, A; S)], ;,j = 1, 2, where each lVij 
is an n x ?z partition matrix, in terms of the notations given by (3.6) and 
(4.8) the relation (4.12) is equivalent to the following four equations 
Wij(t, s, A; 6) E Gij(t, s, A; 6) - Ni,(t, s) 
:- .r G,l(t, r, A; S)&[Nl,(., s), Nd.9 S) I Al(r) dr, (4.13) d‘2 
which in view of (4.7-b) can be written as 
Wij(t, s, A; 6) = -j Gil(t, r, A; S)K(r)Rj(r, s, A) dr, i,j = 1,2, (4.14) 
ds 
for (t, s, A) E S x dI x A. It may be verified readily that in (4.14) the n x n 
matrix functions 
Rj(t, s, A) = Qj(l, s) - XLli,j(t, s), j = 1, 2, (4.15) 
have the following properties: 
(i) K(t) R,(t, s, A) is continuous in (t, s, A) on S x dI x A, while 
K(t) R,(t, s, A) is continuous on {(t, s) ES x d, j t f s} x A; moreover, if 
(so, so) E dt x d,, then with R(t, s, h,j) = K(t) Rj(t, s, A) the limits R,(s,, sO, X;j), 
i = 1, 2, exist in the sense of (3.4), arefkite, and satisfy the relation 
R&o 1 so 9 k j> - R&o , so > X;j) = --Xs,jK(So), j = 1, 2; (4.16)j 
(ii) on the set {(t, s) E S x dI 1 t # s} x A, the matrixfunctions Rj(t, s, A) 
have continuous partial derivatives R~ll](t, s, A) zcith respect to s; moreover, 
R$Osll(t, s, X),j = 1, 2, are continuous and bounded functions of (t, s, A) on 
{(t, S) ES X dl j t # S} X fl; 
(iii) Rj(t,s,h)-O,j=1,2,for (t,s,h)E(I-d.J XIX/l. 
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Relation (4.16)j and property (ii) follow readily from (4.15) and from the 
fact that if s E dl then for t sufficiently close to s we have that I also belongs 
to do . Consequently, from (4.3-a) and (4.15) we obtain the relations 
-AK(t) Hlj(t, s) = K(t) I?,(?, s, A), 
for (t, s) E d,, x d, , t + s, and j :~= I, 2. (4.17) 
It is then clear that (4.16), f o 11 ows from the above relation and (3.9). In view 
of the continuity property of Hij , condition (i) also follows from (3.9) and 
(4.17). Property (iii) follows readily from the remark following relation (4.8). 
It is easy to see that the two pairs (CT; 1’) = ( W,, ; Waj), j =- I, 2, in (4.14) 
are respectively the solutions of the matrix differential systems 
LJC’, v 1 A](t) :- -K(t) Rj(& s, A), ;- 1,2, 
L,[U, L-J(t) =: 0, t ES, 
.&8[ c;, r-1 =- 0. 
Consequently, we can apply Lemma 3.3 to each corresponding column 
vector of lVij and Rj . To this end, let 6 be an arbitrary n-dimensional constant 
vector belonging to the unit ball B, =: {f ( I 4 / -1 I]. Then it follows from 
Lemma 3.3 that 
ji Wl,(., s, A; S)t ji6 < ) Im h )--II) Rj(*, S, A)[ Jlrlz . (4.18) 
Applying the triangular inequality to G,,[ = lVrjt + Ni,E WC obtain from 
(4.18) the relation 
11 Glj(., s, A; S)[ /Ii, < ;I Nlj(., s)( ~I~, -i- I Im A 1-1 jlRj(., s, A)( ‘,,12 . (4.19) 
It is clear that for j = 1, 2 the first and the second terms of the right side 
in the above relation (4.19) are respectively continuous in (s, [) on dl x B, , 
and in (s, h, 5) on d, x /l x B, . Consequently, for (s, h) E dl x fl there 
exists a constant k(dl , fl) such that 
‘1 G,,(., s, A; S)t ,I6 SZ h(d, , 4, .i = 1, 2, (4.20) 
for (s, h) E d, x il uniformly for [ E B, , and independent of 6. In particular, 
upon choosing t equal to the unit vectors [ = (S,J, i, k = I,..., 1z, we have 
that as a function of t the KS-norm of each column vector of Gij(t, S, ;I; 6) is 
bounded uniformly for (s, h) E dl >; fl, independent of 6. 
We recall that Wtj =+ Gfj - Nij and R, , i, j = 1, 2, appearing 
in relation (4.13) are n x n matrix functions. Let G$ and N,“,B, ol, p = l,..., E, 
denote the scalar elements in the a+th row and /3-th column of G, and N,j , 
respectively; similarly, let G$ and R,p, /3 = I, 2,..., n, denote the /‘%th column 
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vectors of Gij and Rj , respectively. AS G,r(t, r, X; S) = [GIi(y, t, X; S)]*, 
relation (4.14) is equivalent to 
G;;(t, s, A; S) = iV;f(t, s) - K&R& s, X), G;(., t, k S)], (4.21) 
which, in view of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, implies that 
I G% s, k S)l < I #(t, s)I + II G;i(., t, A; S)lls jl Rja(., s, A&, , 
i,j = 1, 2; CL,)? = 1, 2 (...) n. We shall estimate the right members in the 
above relation. Each N$(t, s) is clearly bounded for (t, s) E D(4), and for 
(t, h) E 4 x (1 the K-norm of GTi over 6 is bounded by (4.20). Moreover, 
for (s, h) E d1 x fl the K-norm of R/ over d, is also bounded in view of the 
properties listed above for the matrix function R, . Therefore, there exists 
a constant K = K(dl , fl) such that for (t, s, h) E Q(d, , (1) we have 
1 G;;(t, s, A; 6)/ < K, i,j = 1,2; cd,p= 1 ,a*., n, 
independent of 6. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Following the same type of argument as that of [3, pp. 274-51 we can 
establish the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 the family of 2n x 2n 
matrix functions W(t, s, A; S) = 9?(t, s, A; S) - %(t, s) is equicontinuous on 
each compact domain d1 x d1 x A. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied 
and (6,) is a nondecreasing sequence of compact subintervals converging to I. 
Then there exists a subsequence (6,) of (6,) such that the corresponding sequence 
of Green’s matrices {9(t, s, A; 6,)) converges on Q(I, CO) = ((t, s, A) j t EI, 
s E I, t # s; h E C,,} to a limit matrix F?(t, s, A). Moreover, if d and A are 
respectively an arbitrary compact subinterval of I, and a compact set of the 
complex plane with the properties listed in (4.4), then the convergence of 
(‘9(t, s, A; S,)} is uniform on Q(d, A). 
In view of the uniform convergence of {s(t, s, h; 6,)) on an arbitrary set 
JZ(d, A), we have that on sZ(I, C,) the limit matrix function %(t, s, A) is 
continuous in (t, s, h), and holomorphic in h for fixed (t, s); moreover, the 
symmetry property of 9(t, s, X; S,) for all m implies that 
qt, s, A) = [cqs, t, A)]* on sZ(I, C,). (4.22) 
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Let Tn2(1; K) be the Hilbert space consisting of all n-dimensional Vect(Jr 
functions u(t) which are defined and measurable on I, and such that 
K[u] : j’ (K(t)u(t), u(t)) dt < co. 
I 
If q(i), i -= I, 2, are vector functions of Ipn2(Z; K), then we define an inner 
product correspondingly as 
The K-norm of u over I is denoted merely by I( u 1,. 
An argument similar to that used for Theorem 4.1 of 13, p. 2751 may be 
applied to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that hypotheses (Hi), (H,), and (H,‘) are satisjied, 
and for X E C,, let 9(t, s, A) := [Gij(t, s, A)], i, j = I, 2, be the limit of a con- 
vergent sequence {Y(t, s, A; a,,,)) of G reen’s matrix functions as in Theorem 4.3. 
Then, 9(t, s, A) possesses the following properties. 
(i) W,“l(t, s, A) and !![O,ll(t, s, A) are continuous functions of (t, s, A) on 
Q(1, C,,) =: .((t, s, A) E 1 x I x c,, ( t ;G s); 
(ii) the sequences W,(‘l(t, s, A; S,,,) and .Y[ q’ “,ll(f, s, A; S,) converge zmi- 
forrnly on every bounded subregion Q(d, , A) of Q(I, CO) to W.“l(t, s, A) and 
!SO,ll(f, s, A), respectively; 
(iii) as a function oft, the matrix ??(t, s, A) satis$es the d#erential equation 
.qq., s, A) ( h](t) ~-- 0 if t 7 s; 
(iv) for each fixed (t. A) E I x C,, eacla row vector of the n x n matrix 
functions Gjl(t, s, A), i =: I, 2, as a function of s, belongs to Yr,,2(I; K); 
w if (so 3 so) E I y I, then the limits !!,(s,, , s,) , A), j -= 1, 2, in the sense 
of (3.4) e&, and are$nite; moreover; 
Y,(s,, ) S,) ) A) ~ !t?2(so ) so , A) =-- y*; 
(vi) if fo(t) = (f (1); 01, f E: -%V; K), th en the 2n-dimensional vector 
function y(t) de$ned by 
y(t) = j, Y(t, s, h)Z’(s)fo(s) ds 
satisfies the differential equation 9[y 1 A](t) 2 Z(t)f,,(t) on I; more over, if 
y(t) = (-4% am), then 
II u1 (1 -: I Im h 1-l I/f I/. (4.23) 
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Let Q(8) denote the set of all Zn-dimensional vector functions y(l) = 
(u(t); v(t)) which are locally absolutely continuous on I, and such that 
u(t) E Znz(l; K). In particular, it follows from relation (4.23) that the 2n- 
dimensional vector function y(f) given in (vi) of Theorem 4.4 belongs to 
2q.q. 
In order to prove the uniqueness of the limit matrix Y(f, s, h) we introduce 
the following hypothesis. 
(H3) There exists a nonreal complex number A, such that 
=qyl(t) & 4lwt)Y(q = 0, f EI, 
has no nontrivial solution of class 9(Y). 
An argument parallel to that employed by Coddington and Levinson 
[3, pp. 277-Q may be used to prove the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 4.5. Under hypotheses (Hi), i = 1, 2, 3, and (H,‘) for any 
complex number X belonging to C,, the equation S?[y 1 A](t) -= 0, t E I, has no 
nontrivial solution of class S(9); that is, 
-qY I 4(f) = 0, tel, yEY(P), (4.24) 
is an incompatible system. 
THEOREM 4.6. If hypotheses (Hi), (i = I, 2, 3), and (Ha’) are satisfied, 
then there is a unique 2n x 2n matrix function SS(t, s, A) sati.fying the properties 
of Theorem 4.4. In particular, if 6 denotes a general nondegenerate compact 
subinterval of I, and (BJ . is an associated self-adjoint boundary value problem 
(3.1), involving a fixed, but arbitrary, set of two-point boundary conditions at 
the end-points of 6, then for h nonreal the family of Green’s matrix functions 
<g(t, s, A; 6) converges to Y(t, s, A) as 6 tends monotonically to I, and the con- 
vergence is uniform in (t, s, A) on each region Q(d, A) of the form 
((4 s, A) cd x d w, A ( f # s), 
where d is an arbitrary compact subinterval of I and A is an arbitrary set possessing 
the property listed in (4.5). 
Under the conditions of Theorem 4.6 the uniquely determined 2n x 2n 
matrix function Y(t, s, A) is called the Green’s matrix for the incompatible 
system (4.24). 
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5. THE EXISTENCE OF A SPECTRAL MATRIX 
In this section we are concerned again with the self-adjoint problem (.gg), 
or equivalently (3.1)6 . Hypotheses (H,), i = 1, 2, 3, and (H,‘) are all assumed 
in this section. 
First we employ the following theorem, which permits us to replace the 
self-adjoint boundary condition J&[u, n] = 0 in (a6) by an alternate form. 
The reader is referred to Reid [8, Section VII.81 for a proof of this result. 
THEOREM 5.1. iTf hypotheses (Hi), i = 1, 2, 3, und (H,‘) hold, and if 
6 = [a, b] is a compact subinterval of I, then a necessary and suficient condition 
for a differential system (~8~) to be self-adjoint is that there exist a 2n x 2n 
Hermitian matrix Q = Q[.%J and a linear subspace 9’ = Y[SY6] of the 
2n-dimensional Euclidean space C,,L over the complex Jield such that the 2n- 
dimensional vectors zi = (u(a); u(b)), 8 = (v(a); v(b)) satisfy the boundary 
conditions (S?* - b) <f and only if 
where D is the 2n x 2n matrix defined by D = diag(-E, , E,), and Y’ = 
Y”‘[gJ denotes the orthogonal complement of 9 = .4p[.9?,] in C,, . 
Since the system (‘g6) treated in Section 3 is self-adjoint, in view of the 
above theorem we may present this system as 
(a> Mu, a I A](t) = 0, -w4 4(t) = 0, 
(b) a E 9, Qti + Dzi E .‘Y’l. 
We denote by 
t E 6, 
(5.1)6 
{&(a); yj(t; 8) = (uj(t; S); vj(t; S))}, j = I, 2,..., (5.2) 
the sequence of the proper values and corresponding proper vector functions 
for (5.1)8 , as described in Theorem 3.1. 
In this section and hereafter the following additional hypothesis is assumed 
throughout. 
(H4) The n x n matrix function B(t) is nonnegative definite Hermitian on I. 
A consequence of the above hypothesis is the following result, which 
appears in Reid [8, Theorem VII. 11. I]. 
THEOREM 5.2. If hypothesis (Hi), i = 1, 2, 3,4, and (H,‘) holdfor a given 
compact subinterval 6 of I then the proper values h,(S), j = 1, 2,..., for (5.1)6 
may be ordered as a sequence h,(6) ,< h,(6) < . . . with the corresponding proper 
solutions (u(t); v(t)) = (u,(t; 6); vj(t; 6)) such that: (a) Ks[ui(.; S), ui(.; S] = S,j, 
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i,j = 1, 2,...; (b) the set ofp ro p er values h,(S) is bounded below, and h,(S) + CO 
asj+ 00. 
We denote by 9[B,J the space of all n-dimensional vector functions 
T(t) E 9[6] such that +j = (q(a); q(b)) E 9’[BJ, where .9[6] is defined in the 
paragraph following the relation (2.2) in Section 2. The space 9[a,] is 
clearly a linear space; moreover, it is an inner-product space with inner 
product K,[q, 41 and norm 
We denote by 9(6; K) the completion of this space, so that 9(S; K) is 
a Hilbert space. 
Concerning the Parseval equality, we state the following theorem. A proof 
appears in Theorem VII.11.3 of Reid [8]. 
THEOREM 5.3. If y(t), E(t) are vector functions in Z%[B!J then 




where C,[+J denotes the j-th Fourier coeficient of 7 dejked by 
Cd~l = 1 (K(th(t), uj(t; 8)) dt, j = 1, 2,... . 6 
THEOREM 5.4. IfT(t), S(t) are vectorfunctions in 9(6; K), then the relations 
(5.3) and (5.4) hold. 
If 71 E B(8; K), then for E > 0 there exists an Q, E .9[9J such that 
WI - ~1 < c/4. (5.5) 
Let r;“‘(t) = x2, CBj[~J uj(t). Then in view of the inequality K,[q + t] < 
Wd771 + &Kl), we have 
From Theorem 5.3 we have that for a sufficiently large m the term Ks[rlo - r,$m)] 
is less than e/4, so that for such an m it follows from relation (5.6) that 
K,[? - r:“‘] < E. (5.7) 
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Set Wcm)(t) = q(t) - 12, C,,[q] uJ1; a), m :z 1, 2,... . Since the Hesscl 
inequality for the K,-orthonormal sequence {u,(S)) implies KJzc’“‘)] 
K,[T - ~,j”‘)], and K,Jzu(“~)] =- K6[q] ~- CT”=, ) Csj[~](“, it then follows that 
KJzu(“)] ---f 0 as m + GO, which proves (5.3) for 7 E 9(S; K). 
In the usual fashion the sesquilinear representation (5.4) follows from the 
quadratic relation (5.3). 
In the proof of Theorem 5.4, we have actually established the following 
result. 
COROLLARY. If 6 is a compact subinterval of I and y(t) is an n-dimensional 
vector function belonging to LQ(S; K), then 
17(l) rm f C6jllrllUj(t; s)~ (5.7’) 
,=I 
where the series converges in the norm of g(S; K). 
In what follows, for typographical simplification we write the proper vector 
functions for (97J as 
(z&t; 6); z&t; 6)) _ (u,(t; S); v,(t; S)), j = 1, 2,... . (5.8) 
For h not a proper value of the problem (5.1), let Y(t, s, A; S) m: 
[Gij(t, s, A; S)], i,j = 1, 2, be the corresponding Green’s matrix. ‘Then 
clearly (u; z) = (uy’(t; 6); ~j’)(t; S)),j =: 1, 2,..., are solutions of the differen- 
tial system 
L,[U, V ) X](t) = (Xi -- X) K(t) Uj(t; S), L,[u, v](t) = 0, 
t E 6, ~2 E .(/I, Q; -{- D6 E .y’l. 
Consequently, for /3 = 1, 2 we have the relation 
(h, - wp’(t; 6) = i G& .~, A; S)K(s)u:‘(s; S) ds, t E 6, 
-8 
and hence for p = I, 2 andj -; 1,2,... we have 
(Aj - A)-‘[uj”(t; S)]* = j- [u;“(s; S)]*K(s)G,,,(o, t, A; 6) ds. (5.9) 
s 
We now establish a result which is basic in what follows. 
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that hypotheses (Hi), i = I, 2, 3, 4, and (H,‘) hold, 
and 8 = [a, b] is a compact subinterval of I, zuhile X is a complex number which 
is not a proper value fey (5.1), If a(t, s, A; 6) = [Gjj(t, s, A; S)], i, j = 1, 2, 
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is the corresponding 2n x 2n Green’s matrix for (.5.1& , then as a function of t 
each column vector of Glj(t, s, A; S), j = 1, 2, belongs to B(S; K). 
In view of Theorem VII.8.2 in Reid [8], as a function of t, each column 
vector of G,,(t, s, A; 6) belongs to g[@J, and hence belongs to 9(S; K). 
Therefore, it suffices to show the similar result for G,,(t, s, A; 6). Let 5 be 
any n-dimensional constant vector, and s a point of S = [a, b]. Then from 
conclusion (i-b) of Theorem 3.2 we have that as a function of t the n-dimen- 
sional vector functions G,..(t, s, A; S)t and G&t, s, A; S)t are of class C,r on 
[a, bl - (4, and 
UG,,(., s, k S)& Gz(., 3, k W](t) = 0, for t E [a, b] - {s). 
Consequently, in view of Lemma 4.1, for each fixed s E 6 we have that there 
exist sequences {ym(t, s, A)) and {z,,,(t, s, A)} which, as a function of t, belong to 
C,,‘[a, h] and are such that 
(a) L2[ylll(., s, A), G(., s, 41(t) = 0, for t E [a, 4; 
(b) ym(t, s, A) = 0 for t E S, = {s} u {Q> u {b), m = I, 2,.. . ; (5.10) 
(4 Wv,,,(., s, 4 - G,,(., s, k WI - 0 as m - CC. 
Relations (.5.10-a, b) imply that as a function of t each ylll(t, s, A) belongs 
to g[BJ, and in turn relation (5.10-c) implies that as a function of t the 
vector Gia(t, s, A; S)t belongs to g(S; K). Since [ is arbitrary, it follows, in 
particular, that as a function of t each column vector of G,,(t, s, A; 6) belongs 
to g(S; K). 
THEOREM 5.6. Zinder the hypothesis of Theorem 5.5, if the sequences of 
proper values and proper vector functions for (5. l)s are denoted by (5.2) together 
with (5.8), then for (t, s) E 6 x 6 and 01, i3 = 1, 2 we have that 
i KG-, 4 k S)l*K(r>%(y, s, A; 8) dr s 
= ~ 1 hj(S) - h I-“U,!a)(t; S)[U~‘(S; S)]“. 
j=l 
(5.11) 
Let 6 be an arbitrary constant n-dimensional vector. Then, in view of 
Theorem 5.5, as a function of t, the vector function Gl,(t, s, X)5 belongs to 
g(S; K). Relation (5.11) then follows readily from Theorem 5.4 together 
with relation (5.9). 
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The four matrix equations in (5.1 I) can be expressed as a 2n jc 272 matrix 
relation 
s 
9*(r, t, A; S)X(Y)~(Y, s, A; 6) dr 
6 
(5.12) 
If A, and A2 are complex numbers which are not proper values of (5. 1)6 , then 
(see, for example, Problem IV.3:1 in Reid [S]) we have the well-known 
identity 
qt, s, A,; S) - qt, s, A,; 6) = (A2 - A,) j 6 9(t, Y, A,; S)X(r)3(r, s A2; 6) dr. 
Upon setting A, = A and A, = A, where A is a nonreal complex number, and 
using the symmetry property of g(t, s, A; S), we obtain the relation 
J(t, s, A; 8) = 2iIm h 1, 9*(r, t, A; S)X(r)9(r, s, A; 6) dr, (5.13) 
where 
qt, s, A; 6) = qt, s, A; S) - yt, s, x; S). 
In view of property (i-e) of the Green’s matrix it follows that 2?(t, s, A; 6) 
possesses limits 9j(s0 , sa , A; S), j = 1, 2, in the sense of (3.4), and if 
qso , so > k 6) is defined as 9r(so , so , A; 6) then s(t, s, A; S) is continuous 
in (t, s, A) on 6 x 6 x Co. Throughout the following discussion it will be 
assumed that S(t, s, A; 6) has been so defined. If we set 
9?(t, s, A; 6) = 4 qt, s, A; S), (5.14) 
then conclusion (i-d) of Theorem 3.2 implies B*(t, s, A; S) = W(s, t, A; S), 
and it follows from relations (5.12)-(5.14) that 
.@(t, s, A; 6) = Im h f 1 h,(S) - h iw2yj(t; S)yj*(s; 6). (5.15) 
61 
Let Y(t, A) be a 2n x 2n fundamental matrix for .Y[y ) A](t) = 0 on I 
such that Y(t, , A) = 2 for some to E (a, b), where S = [a, b]. Each proper 
vector functionyj(t; S) may be expressed asyj(t; 6) = Y(t, $)p,(S),j = 1,2,..., 
for some 2n-dimensional constant vector p,(S) which depends on 6 as well as 
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on Y(t, A), and thus using this relation and d*$ = E,, it follows from 
(5.15) that 
$*B(t, , 1, , A; S)f = Im X f 1 h,(S) - h (-2p,(S)p,*(S). (5.16) 
j-1 
We shall now express the right-hand member of (5.16) in terms of a Stieltjes 
integral. To this end, we introduce a 2n x 2n matrix function p(p; 6) defined 
on--cO<p<a3as 
From this definition it is clear that p(p-; 6) has the following properties: 
(i) if A = (CL, v], and p < V, then 
44s) z P(V; 6) - P(P; s> = C ~,(s>~i*(s); 
U<Ajbw<V 
(ii) if h is a proper value, then 
/a 8) = ,4+; 6) = p@-; 6) + 1 PmP,*(s), 
Aj(6)=A 
while if h is not aproper value then p is continuous at X. Moreover, p(p; 6) is a step 
function which is discontinuous at each proper value; 
(iii) ~(0; S) = 0; (5.17) 
(iv) p(p; S) is Hermit&m; 
(v) Ap(S) is nonnegative definite Hermitian if A = (p, V] and TV < V; 
(vi) the total variation of p(p; S) = [p&q S)], j, k = 1,2,..., 2n, is 
finite on every bounded A-interval. 
The 2n x 2~ matrix function p(p; 6) is called a special matrix for the self- 
adjoint problem (5.1), . In terms of this spectral matrix, relation (5.16) now 
may be written as 
T(t, , A; S) = Im X srn j p - h l--2 dp(p; S), 
--oD 
where the 2n x 2n matrix T(to , A; S) is given by 
(5.18) 
T(to ) A; S) _= $*.%(t,, to ) A; S)$. (5.19) 
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Let d be an arbitrary compact subinterval of I containing the point t, , and A an 
arbitrary compact subset of C,, with the properties in (4.5). Let {Y(t, s, A; 6,,,)) 
be a sequence of Green’s matrix functions which converges uniformly on 
Q(d, A) to a limit matrix Y(t, s, A) as determined in Theorem 4.3. Then, the 
corresponding matrices d(t, s, A; 6,,,), m = I, 2,..., and 2(1, s, A) 
Y(i, s, A) -~ s(t, s, X) arc continuous functions of (t, s, A) on d .A n :‘. il. 
Consequently, the sequence &t,, , t, , A; S,,) converges to $(t,) , t, , A) as 
wz --j a, and hence the matrix sequence T(t,, , A; S,,,) defined in (5.19) con- 
verges to 
q4, ,A) = %*qt,, > f,, > 42, 
where Z(t,, , t, , A) y= (I /2i) s(t, , t,, , A). 
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that hypotheses (HJ, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and (H,‘) 
hold, and{Y(t, s, A; 8,)) is a convergent sequence of Green’s matrices as established 
in Theorem 4.3. Let p(,u; a,,) = [pi,&; S,,)], j, h r-= I ,..., 2n, be a spectral 
matrix for the problem (%s,) possessing the properties (i)-(vi) of (5.17). Then 
there exist a 2% x 2n matrix function p(p) = [pj&)] defined on (--CO, c;o), 
and such that: 
(a) p(O) y- 0; 
(b) p(p) is Hermitian; 
(c) dp 1 p(v) - p(p) is nonnegative definite Hermitian if A = (p, V] 
and p < V, and a subsequence of (p(p; 6,)) w ic h h converges to p(p) on (- - m, Co). 
If pL1 , pLz are points qf continuity of p(p), then 
Relation (5.18) for X = i, 6 = 6,,, , and 0 < 0 implies that 
Since T(t,, , i, S,,) converges to T(t,, , i), there exists a constant Hermitian 
matrix A such that 
-O .i (p2 -I- 11-l dp(p.; hn) < 4 





_ --t, d&L; M G (0" t 1 )A, m = I, 2,...; 0 < fl < Co, (5.20) 
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which shows that the sequence {&; S,,)) of spectral matrices is unifornzly 
of bounded variation on every compact subinterval of (-CO, CO). In view of 
the condition p(-u; 6,) < 0 it follows from (5.20) that 
I p(cL; 4n)l f (PC” t I)A4, nz =- 1, 2 ,...; p E (-03, co), (5.21) 
where 
1 p(p; SW,)/ = ) -‘;p ;f 
P ; m 
;: ; : ;? 
Applying Helly’s selection theorem, (see, for example, Coddington and 
Levinson [3, p. 233]), to (5.21) one obtains the existence of a convergent 
subsequence of (p(p; S,,)J and limit matrix function p(p) possessing properties 
(a), (b), and (cl. 
To prove conclusion (i), we consider the case that p1 + p2 , for if pi = pa 
then the conclusions hold trivially. ltTl:e assume that pL1 < pp and let 6 = 6, 
in (5.18), where the sequence {S,,} is such that the corresponding sequence 
{p(p; 6,)) converges to p(p) for p E (-ix), co). Since the set {p(p; Z,,)} is 
uniformly of bounded variation on every finite subinterval of (--co, co), 
from the generalized Osgood theorem, (see, for example, Hildebrandt 
[4, p. 98]), it follows that 
If (J and E are real variables with E > 0, then upon setting X = (T + ic 
in the above equation and integrating over [pi , pz] with respect to 0, we 
obtain 
where 
Conclusion (i) then follows upon employing the same general argument 
as used by [3, Theorem 3.1, pp. 232-91. 
For a 2n x 2n matrix p as established in Theorem 5.7 we denote by Z 
the Hilbert space Pi,(p) consisting of all 2n-dimensional vector functions 
w(X) defined on (-‘x), co) which are p-measurable, and are such that 
P[,] = JX, (dp(h)w(X), w(h)) dh - Jm w*(h) dp(X)w(X) < 00. 
-32 
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If w(h) and z(h) are elements of %, then the inner product of w and x, 
denoted by P[w, z], is defined in the natural way by 
P[w, z] = J”, z*(A) dp(A)w(A). 
It is clear that we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
I P[w, $” < w4 WI. 
If J is a subinterval of (-co, co), then, corresponding to the notation used 
for the Hermitian functional K, we denote by P,[w] the associated functional 
JJ w*w 444 44. 
6. THE PARSEVAL EQUALITY AND EXPANSION THEOREM 
In this section we assume all the previous hypotheses (Hi), i = 1,2,3,4, 
together with (H,‘). Moreover, as in Section 5, if 6 = [a, b] is a nondegenerate 
compact subinterval of 1, we denote by 
&(S); yj(t; 6) G (u,(t; 6); v,(t; S))}, j = 1, 2,..., 
a set of the proper values and the corresponding proper vector functions 
for (5.1)6 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.2. Moreover, let Y(t, A) -- 
(U(i, A); V(t, A)) be a fundamental matrix for LFp[v / h](t) = 0 on I such that 
Y(t,, , A) = $ for some t, E (a, b), where U(t, A) and V(t, A) are n x 271 
matrix functions. Then, corresponding to Theorem 5.3 we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let T(t) be an n-dimensional vector function defined on I 
such that q(t) E 9[3?,] for t E 6 and T(t) = 0 for t outside 6. Then there exists an 
element w(h 1 7) E X which depends on T(t) such that 
KM = j;, w*(X I d 4494 ! d = PLwO I41, (6.1) 
where p(h) is a 2n x 2n matrix function determined in Theorem 5.7, and w(A 1 77) 
is given by 
w(h I ?I) = J’ WMth u(t, J’)) dt- VW I 
It is to be noted that the integral in (6.2) exists in the ordinary sense, since 
T(t) vanishes outside 8. 
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Let 7(t) be an n-dimensional vector function as described in the theorem. 
Applying relation (5.3) to q(t), we obtain the equation 
&[7] = $ j (K(t)~(t), Uj(t; 6)) dt j (K(tMt), udt; 6)) dt. 
j-1 I I 
From the relation yi(t; 6) = Y(t, Xj)pi(S), j = 1, 2,..., it follows that 
u,(t; 6) = u(t, hj)pj(6). Then, employing the spectral matrix defined by 
(5.16’), the above equation can be expressed as 
l 1 Mt)7(tL w u dt I 
It is to be noted that the left member Ks[y] is independent of each compact 
interval containing 6. Now let (6,) b e a sequence of compact intervals 
converging monotonically to I, and such that the corresponding sequence 
(p(h; S,)} converges to a limit matrix p(X) as determined in Theorem 5.7. 
Then, in particular, the above relation holds for such 6, ; that is, 
Ks,hl = j;, w*(h i 7) 46; kJw(~ I 7h m = 1, 2,... . (6.3) 
Moreover, in view of relation (5.20), the set {p(h; 6,)) is uniformly of bounded 
variation on every compact h-interval of (-co, co). Also, for fixed 7 it 
follows readily that w(h ( 7) = j1 (K(t) y(t), U(t, h)) dt is continuous in h on 
(-a, co). Relation (6.1) then follows upon letting 6, + I in (6.3), and 
applying the generalized Osgood theorem (see, for example, Hildebrandt) 
[3, p. 981). Since K[7] = Ks,[7] = K,[7] whenever 6, 16, relation (6.1) 
implies that w(h ) 7) E .W. 
Denote by B(I; K) the space consisting of all n-dimensional vector 
functions 7(t) which are defined and measurable on I, and such that: 
(9 KL71 = .li W(t) 7(t), 7(t)) dt < 00; 
(ii) if d is any compact subinterval of I, then the restriction of 7(t) on d 
belong to 9(d; K). 
Using a standard proof (for example, see [3, pp. 236-71) we can now 
extend the result of Theorem 6.1 to the space g(I; K). 
THEOREM 6.2. If 7(t) E 9(I; K), then 
K[71 = W(X I 7)1, (6.4) 
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where w(A i 7) E 2 is determined by T(t), and given by 
w(h j 17) -z j (K(t)q(t), U(t, A)) dt. 
I 
The integral in (6.5) converges in the norm of A?‘; that is, 
as m + 03, where {d(m)) is a sequence of intervals converging monotonically 
to I as m -j a. Correspondingly, if T(t) and t(t) belong to 9(I; K) then 
K[rl, 5;l = P[w(h I 71, w(h i 01. (6.7) 
Corresponding to the Corollary to Theorem 5.4 we have the following 
result. 
THEORER~ 6.3. If q(t) E 9(I; K) then 
where the integral converges in the norm qf 9(I; K); that is, if we denote by [m] 
the closed interval [-m, m], then 
K [T - J‘,?,,] CT(t, 4 dp(+@ i d] - 0 as m - ~0. 
Again, the detailed proof of this theorem is omitted, as a similar proof for 
the corresponding scalar version may be found in [3, Theorem 3. I, pp. 237-81. 
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